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Civilian Flexible Work Agreement
For the instructions on how to complete the Civilian Flexible Work Agreement click here.
Part A: Employee information
Part B: Organization information
Find the full versions of any acronyms here.
Part C: Work schedule
An employee's work schedule must respect collective agreement conditions. Compressed work schedules must be entered into the Phoenix Pay System.  Managers unable to enter the schedule can contact HR Connect to obtain the assistance of a timekeeper.
Week 1
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Hours/Day
Location
Work Schedule Table - Week 1
Week 2
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Hours/Day
Location
Work Schedule Table - Week 2
The following occasional unscheduled modifications are allowed with the pre-approval of my manager for every occurrence:
Part D: Equipment provided to work at home
Additional forms such as DND equipment sign out and/or request for accommodations may be required. 
Type
Required for:
Manufacturer
Asset Number
Equipment Table
Part E: Employee agreement
Employee acknowledgments
I have read, understand and accept the roles and responsibilities as described in the Flexible Work Directive and Guidance.
The specifics and expectations relating to this Agreement have been discussed and agreed to with my manager including work focus, expected results, regular communication process, security, equipment, costs, information management, and health and safety. I understand it is my responsibility to remain current on developments that may impact my agreement and submit a new form if there are any required changes.
I acknowledge that this agreement may be amended or closed/ended if there are changes to its feasibility or suitability (business/operational requirements, impact on results, productivity, performance, quality of work, employee needs/preferences, etc.). Amendment or decision to end the agreement will be clearly communicated and documented.
Part F: Manager agreement
Manager acknowledgments
I have read, understand and accept the roles and responsibilities as described in the Flexible Work Directive and Guidance.
The specifics and expectations relating to this Agreement have been documented, discussed and agreed to with the employee, including work focus, expected results, regular communication process, security, equipment, costs, information management, and health and safety.
This agreement may be amended or closed/ended if there are changes to its feasibility or suitability (business/operational requirements, impact on results, productivity, performance, quality of work, employee needs/preferences, etc.). Amendment or decision to end the agreement will be clearly communicated and documented.
Any necessary changes to the employee’s hours of work and/or leave provisions have been submitted through the relevant Human Resources and pay systems (ie HR Connect, HRSS).
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Civilian Flexible Work Agreement
ADM(DIA)
ADM(Fin)
ADM(HR-Civ)
ADM(IE)
ADM(IM)
ADM(Mat)
ADM(PA)
ADM(Pol)
ADM(RS)
ADM(S&T)
CA
CDI
CDS
CFINTCOM
CFHA
CJOC
CMJ
Corp Sec
CPCC
DLO
DM
DND/CF LA
JAG
MPC
OMB
RCAF
RCN
SJS
VCDS
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